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A complete set of hydrodynamic equations for He3_He4 solutions is obtained which takes into 
account the relaxation of the density p, of the superfluid component near the A point. The 
propagation of first, second, and fourth sound is investigated on the basis of the set of equations. 
The second-viscosity coefficients, which are connected with the relaxation of p, near the A point, are 
calculated. The temperature dependence of the sound absorption coefficients, which is related to the 
second viscosity and impurity diffusion, is found. 

The propagation of sound near second-order phase 
transition points exhibits a number of interesting fea
tures. [1J Near the A point, those effects become impor
tant which are connected with the relaxation of the density 
of the superfluid component of the liquid, Ps' Phenomena 
are observed here that are similar to what takes place in 
ordinary hydrodynamics in the presence of slow relaxa
tion processes. [2J However, there are also important 
differences, connected with the possibility of propagation 
of two types of oscillations in the superfluid liquid. The 
presence of He3 impurities, which do not take part in the 
superfluid motion, also complicates the picture. Whereas 
only the pressure oscillates in a wave of first sound in 
pure He\ and only the temperature in a wave of second 
sound, oscillations of temperature, pressure and concen
tration take place in both waves in the solution. 

The necessity of taking the relaxation of Ps into ac
count leads to the result that, near the A point, the ordin
ary equations of two-velocity hydrodynamics are inap
plicable, and it is necessary to use a set of equations 
which takes slow relaxation processes into account. 
Such equations of two-velocity hydrodynamics were ob
tained for pure He4 by Pitaevskir, [3] and were made 
more exact in the work of Khalatnikov. [4J The ~quations 
obtained by the author in [5J for superfluid solutions of 
He 3-He\ also require similar improvement. 

After the necessary transformations, we obtain a set 
of equations for the He 3-He4 solutions which differs 
from the equations for pure He 4 [4J in the fact that it con
tains an additional equation which describes the law of 
conservation of density of the impurities, and the role of 
the chemical potential of He4 in the solution is played by 
the quantity Il + Ils - ZC/p, where 

~= ( ~:O) p"p,: ~.= ( ~~:) P,.,,' Z= ( :~O) p.,p" 

(Eo is the internal energy per unit volume of the liquid). 
In the equation for the increase in entropy, however, it 
is necessary to take the flow of impurities into account, 
For the study of sound propagation, we can limit our
selves to the case of small gradients of Ps' We then get 
the following simplified set of equations: 

~+ V (!!!..+ "+",-~c) =0 at 2 r r' p , 

Op , 
d/+ dlV(p,V.+P.v.) =0, 

o (pc) 
---at + div(pcv.+g) =0, 

o 0 
--;:-(p.v,,,+p.v • .) + -(p"v"iv".+P.v"v.,+p6",) 
(it ox, 

o (DV", Ov •• 2 ) +1]- --+----divv =0 ax" ax" 8Xi 3 n , 
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(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

!!""+diV[SV +~(q_ gZ)] =.!!.. ot "T p T' 

Op., 2Am [ (v.-v,)' ] 
Tt+dlVp,V'=--Ii- fL.+ 2 p •. 

The dissipative function of the liquid is 

(5) 

(6) 

2Am [ 1, ]' 1 (Ov., au", 2 av.,), R=-- -(v.-v.)-+~. P.+-ll --+----6,,--
Ii 2 2 ox, ax, 3 Ox, 

VT Z (7) 
-q--gTV-. 

T pT 

The impurity flux g and the heat flux q are expressed in 
terms of the usual formulas. [6J The dimensionless 
kinetic coefficient A in the equation depends on the 
specific mechanism of relaxation of Ps' 

The set of equations (1)-(6) is identical in form with 
the usual set of equations of the hydrodynamics of 
He 3-He 4 solutions, with the difference, however, that Ps 
is not a given function of p, T and c, but an independent 
quantity, the approach of which to its equilibrium value 
is described by the additional equation (6). 

By linearizing the equations and assuming the depar
ture of all the quantitie~ from their equilibrium values 
to be proportional to e-1wt , we can calculate the non
equilibrium increment to Ils that is produced by propaga
tion of a sound wave: 

, 1 lip {[ ( op, ) P.] , ~, =---- - -~ dlVV" 
1-io" 2Amp. ap .,"." p 

(8) 
1 [( iip. ) a (Op,) c (OP.) ] +- - -- - -- - -1 divp.(v,-v.), 
p iJp (J,J.lj,C P 8cr 1J~,p,C p Be Il.,p,a 

where we have introduced the system relaxation time 

Ii (OP.) 
T = 2Amp. a;, ",P,' . 

(9) 

Substituting the values of Il~ in (1) and (6), we obtain 

~+VfL=V{ __ l __ Ii_(!.!!...) [(~) 
Ot 1-i'''T 2Amp. 0fL. ',p,' 0fL, ',p,' 

c (OP') ] } {1 Ii [( 0 fL ) +- - +1 divv. +1,1 ---- -
p ac ".,p" 1-io" 2Amp. dft, ',p,' 

(10) 

+~(~) +1 ]'diVP, (v.-vn ) }, 

p 8c J.I, /I'P'O 

aj, iJ (iJv., iJu.. 2 6 aU.,) -+ VP=1]- --+---- ,'--
iit ax, ox, iJx, 3 ox, 

{ 1 Ii (iJP)' } {1 Ii [( Olk) +V ---- - divv. +V ---- -
1-iwT 2Amp. 0lk. a,p,' _ 1-iwT 2Amp. Olk, a,p" 

(11) 
C (OP.) ] . } +- - +1 dlVp,(V,-v.) . 
p 8c )A.8'P,O 

Comparing (10)-(11) with the usual set of hydro
dynamic equations of He3-He4 solutions, [6J we find that 
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the terms in front of div vn and div Ps(vs - Vn) play the 
role of second-viscosity coefficients, which are connec
ted with the slow processes of relaxation of Ps: 

~.=~,=-- - - - +- - +1 1: ( aft, ) ( a p ) [( 0 ft ) c (OP.) ] 
l-iun apM p,o,C iJf.L. p,o,C all" lI,a,c p Be ~8 ,p,O' . ' 

(12) 

1: (Oft,) ( OP)' ~,=-- - -
l-iw't 8p. ',>i,e a Jl., p,o,e' 

(13) 

~,=_1:_(aft,) [( Oft.) +--=-(OP.) +1]'. 
l-iu)'t dp. p,a,c dp.. p,O,t P Be ". ,P." 

(14) 

In view of the fact that the second viscosity coeffi
cients found here are singular near the .\ point, they 
make a fundamental contribution to sound absorption and 
in further calculations, we need not take account of the 
usual (nonsingular) second-viscosity coefficients. 

Solving the set of equations (1)-(6) in the linear ap
proximation, without account of the diffusion or thermal 
conductivity, we obtain an expression which determines 
the dispersion of first sound: 

1 1 iOO1: ( P )' ( P )-. -=-+-- 1-~~ 1+~~' 
u t 2 U102 l-iw't pn pn 

1 ilP)' (aft,) cap x- - - ~=--
pu.,' (Oft, a",e op, a,p,,' p OC ' 

(15) 

where UlO is the equilibrium velocity of first sound at 
small w. 

Using (15), it is easy to obtain an expression which 
determines the dispersion of the sound velocity near the 

. A pOint, and the absorption coefficient: 

[ 1 00'1:' ( P)' ( P ) -. u,'=u,o' 1+--,--,-, 1-~~ 1+~~' 
2puIO 1+00 1: pn p .. 

( OP)' (all.) ] 
x ~ a,p,e ap: O',p,e ' 

(16) 

1 00'1: ( P)' ( P ) -. a, = -. --3 --, -, 1-~ ~ 1 +--!~' 
~PUIO 1+00 1: pn, p. 

(aft,) (ap)' 
x a; a,p,c dJ..t. o,p,e· 

(17) 

So far as the second sound is concerned, our treatment 
is valid only for the case WT « 1, since for WT ~ 1 sec
ond sound is completely absorbed. The coefficient of 
absorption of second sound for small frequencies is 
equal to 

00'1: p. (a ft. ) { ( 0 P ) a,=-- - (1+~)-
2U23 pnp ap. a,p,e 8J,L. a,p,e 

[( Oft) 1 (OP,) ]}' -p - +- - +1 
a J..L~ (I,p,e p - Be 11-, ,P." • 

(18) 

Since the derivatives of thermodynamic quantities are 
usually measured in the variables p, T and c, it is con
venient to write out the expressions for the sound ab
sorption coefficients in these variables: 

a,=_OO'_(1_~~)'(1+~~')-' lip . 
1+00'1:' p. p. 4Amp.ulO· 

[ 1 (OP.) 1 (OP) ( op. ) ( 00) ] , 
x p aT 1.~ aT P.' - ap T., ar P.' . 

x [ ( :~ ) T., (:;) P' - ( :~) P.' ( :; ) T.,] -: (19) 

00' {(j [( op, ) ( op ) ( ap ) ( iJp, ) ] 
a, = 4Amu,3 r ap 7" aT p,' - ap T,' aT p,' • 

x[(~) (~\ -(~) (~) ]-'-~(~) -1}' ap r., alV p,' aT P,' ap. T,' p rJc P,T • 

(20) 

For clarification of the temperature dependence of 
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the sound absorption coefficients near the .\ point, it is 
convenient to isolate the factors singular in the tempera
ture and to connect the derivatives entering into Eqs. 
(19) and (20) with the specific heat of the solution. We 
shall determine the singularity of the thermodynamic 
functions near the A point in what follows on the basis of 
the similarity hypothesis. [7, 8J For this purpose, it is 
appropriate to make use of the general thermodynamic 
relations which connect the derivatives of the thermo
dynamic quantities with the derivatives along the .\ line 
and with the specific heat. [9J 

The derivatives of any thermodynamic quantity 
W(p, T, c) that is a function of the three variables p, T 
and c, satisfy the following relations at constant p: 

(:~) pi = ( aiJ~ ) P,' + ( iJa: ) p.T (:; ) p.I ' (21) 

( aa:) pi = ( aa:) pT + ( a;;) P.' (::) P.I • (22) 

Here the derivative ("')p t is calculated along any curve 
in T-c space that passes through the point we need. In 
our case, the line of the .\ transition in the solution is 
such a curve. Similar relations can be written down in 
p-c and T-p spaces, respectively, for constant values 
of T and c. 

After simple calculations, we can obtain the following 
by using (21), (22) and similar relations for the first
sound absorption coefficient: 

00' np ( P.), ( p.) -, a,=--- 1--/> 1+--~-
1 +00',' 'L\mp,u., pn p • 

(Of',)' (JO)-' . 
X-. -. 11.-

(j l' pte d l' P,C ' 

(23) 

( dO) [(df') ,,(dO) ar. 
AA = -;;p A., up A.,iy up A., ---;;p 

(24) 
" ( do ) (iJO ) -I ]-i -p- - -

Up h,e d 1'. P,C 

The symbol .\ on the derivatives indicates that the der
ivative is taken along the .\ transition curve, 

In a similar way, we obtain the following for the 
second-sound absorption coefficient: 

oo"h [( uP.) ( do ) -I ((j c iJJ'. ( ao ) ) ]' a,=--- -- -- -8A---- -- +1' 
-'lAmu," til ,-, vi' P.' fJ P de aT P.' • 

(25) 
( dp ) ( 00 ) -i 

B.=A. - -
up ).,c dp A,e' 

( dO) ( do ) aT. 
cr=(J-C -, =O'o+c - --, 

de P.T aT P.' ae 
(26) 

U,=O-c (~) aT,. 
aT p,' de 

Taking into account that the derivative c 2a(Z/p)/ac 
tends to zero near the .\point, [10,l1J we can write down 
the velocity of second sound in solutions, in the immed
iate vicinity of the A point, in the following fashion: 

[ ( 00) caT. ] u,=u" 1+ _ -:-__ , 
oT p.' Go iJc 

_ [ p. _ , ( ao ) -, ] 'I. 
U20- -0"0 -

P aT P,' 

(27) 

(28) 

In view of the fact that all the derivatives entering 
into the expressions for the absorption coefficients can 
be calculated from thermodynamic measurements, Eqs. 
(23) and (25) allow us to determine the temperature and 
concentration behavior of the basic kinetic characteris
tics of the given theory of A from measurements of the 
absorption of first or second sound near the .\ point. On 
the other hand, we can determine the temperature and 
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concentration dependence of A if we take the mechanism 
of sound dissipation near the A point into account. [12J 

Near the A point, the system can be characterized by 
some correlation length ~. Second-sound quanta with 
wavelength of the order of ; will be completely dissipa
ted and we can introduce a characteristic time T = ~ /U2 
which determines the rate of dissipation of second-sound 
energy. On the other hand, recognizing the connection 
(9) between the coefficient A and the relaxation time T, 

we get 

A"" mu,~ =~u20 [1+ (.!!!) 5....~]. (29) 
Ii Ii aT '.' ito oc 

Energy dissipation of first sound takes place by decay of 
the waves of first sound into quanta of second sound and 
is characterized by the same relaxation time T. 

As we see from the formulas given above, the tem
perature dependence of T, A, Qll and Ql2 is essentially 
determined by the behavior of Ps near the A point. The 
temperature dependence associated with the specific heat 
in He3-He4 solutions (in contrast with pure He4) is in
significant, since a renormalization of the critical in
dices takes place, [13, 14J and the specific heat at constant 
pressure and concentration is finite, although it has a 
sharp peak near the ,\ point. [11, ISJ 

If the change of Ps with temperature near the ,\ point 
takes place according to the law Ps ~ E S,\ (s,\ is the 
critical index for change of PS' E = (T,\ - T)/T,\), we get 

'T ........ B-3tA/2, A"""'e- t1.'\ (30) 

and for the sound absorption coefficients we obtain 

(31) 

For pure He4, SA = (2 - (1)/3 (QI is the critical specific 
heat exponent). As experimental data show, the tempera
ture dependence of Ps in solutions is satisfactorily des
cribed by the law S,\ = 2/3 for the case E ::;; 2 X 10-3• [16J 
In such a case, Qll ~ E-1 and Ql2 ~ E-4/ 3• Experiments[l7J 
on the absorption of first sound in an He3-He4 solution 
indicate the validity of the law £1 1 ~ E -1. To calculate the 
difference between the high-frequency sound velocity u100 
and the equilibrium value from Eq. (16), we must also 
take into account the dependence of the derivatives, T 

and A on the specific heat. For this difference we obtain 

(32) 

In the case of pure He4, it is found that Ul00 - UI0 
~ crr However, experiments show [18 ,19J that both for 
He4 and for He 3-He 4 solutions, this law gives only the 
first term of the dependence of the velocity difference, 
and it is necessary to use the exact formula (16), re
writing it in the variables p, T, c: 

1 w', lip ( P')' ( p. ,)-' u,-u"=---,-,--- 1--~ 1+-~ 
2u" 1+w, 2Amp, pn p" 

[ 1 (UP.) 1 (OP) ( up ) (ocr) ] 2 

XpaT pc -p ar p, - ap T, ar P' 
(33) 

x [ ( :~ ) T, ( :~) I' - ( ~:T) ,., ( :; ) T, ] -.' 

The diffusion of the impurities also makes a contribu
tion to the sound absorption, along with the second
viscosity coefficients. If we take into account that 
Ps - 0 near the A point, the expressions [20J for the first 
and second sound absorption coefficients simplify and 
take the following form: 

(D) 1 W' { 0 (Z)}_, a, =--~'D c'- - , 
2 u,' iJc p 
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(Dj W' p, 0 ( Z) ( kTit )' a, '=---D- - c+-
2u,' p" iJc P C I ., , 

(34) 

where D is the diffusion coefficient and kTD the thermal 
diffusion coefficient. 

As discussions based on the theory of dynamiC simil
arity have shown, [2lJ the temperature dependence of the 
diffusion coefficient is determined by the law D ~ U2P~, 
which, without account of the s~ecific heat, gives the 
temperature dependence D ~ E s,\/2 (D ~ E- I12 if S,\ 

= 2/3). Consequently, QI~D) ~ E-s,\/2, QI~D) ~ E-2sA (the 

weak Singularity associated with the factor a(Z/p)/ac 
need not be taken into account). For SA = 2/3, we get 
£1 (D) ~ E -1/3 QI (D) ~ E -4/3 

1 '2 • 

Fourth sound can be propagated under specific condi
tions of the total stopping of the normal component. The 
set of equations describing the propagation of fourth 
sound can be obtained from (1)-(6) if we set vn = 0 in 
them and eliminate the equation which describes the law 
of momentum conservation. Of the coefficients of second 
viscosity only i: 3 enters into the sound absorption coeffi
cient. Since only the limit WT « 1 is important for fourth 
sound, we have for the absorption coefficient 

W'1:(OI1") [(iJ l1 ) C(OP,) ]' a,=- - - +- - +1 
2u", 3 8pII a,p,c a f.1. p,a,c p 8c p.a,\l, • 

(35) 

Separating the Singular parts in the derivatives, we get 

w'li [ ( op. ) (ocr) -I ( it 
a, = 4Amu.' aT r' {if P.' -pB, 

coT, ( ocr) ) ]1 +'1+~)A,--- - +1. 
p OC oT P.' 

(36) 

The mechanism of energy dissipation in fourth sound 
is decay of waves of fourth sound into quanta of second 
sound.[22J Taking into account the temperature depend
ence of A, we get 

The absorption of fourth sound, which is connected with 
diffusion of the impurities, is determined by the formula 

(D) W' p. [. a (Z)] -I [( kr'J) a (Z) ]' a. =-,-D c'- - c+- c- - +U,'~(1+~) . 
2u, p OC pCP., iJc P 

(37) 

Taking into account the temperature dependence of U4 
and D, we get aiD) ~E-2sA' Consequently, the tempera
ture dependence of the absorption coefficient of fourth 
sound is the same as that for second sound, 

The author thanks Y. L. Pokrovskil for valuable dis
cussions. 
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